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Structurable algebras have been defined by Allison in [ 1 ] as unital 
involutorial nonassociative algebras (M’, -) over a field @ of characteristic 
f2, 3 which satisfy identity (1) below. These include all unital Jordan 
algebras over @ (with the identity map as involution). By a generalization of 
the Tits-Koecher construction of a Lie algebra from any Jordan algebra 18; 
7, Section 8.51, every structurable algebra (,&, -) yields a Lie algebra 
Lqd, -). 
Allison has classified all finite-dimensional central simple structurable 
algebras over @ of characteristic 0 [ 1, Theorem 25; 2, Theorem 1 I]. In [2] 
he has proved that a finite-dimensional structurable algebra (&, -) of 
characteristic 0 is central simple if and only if the corresponding Lie algebra 
.X’(&, -) is central simple, and that all finite-dimensional isotropic simple 
Lie algebras of characteristic 0 are obtained in this way. Further results on 
structurable algebras appear in [3,4]. 
In this paper we develop a structure theory for finite-dimensional struc- 
turable algebras of characteristic 0. Allison has shown in [2] that any ideal 
,1 of the Lie algebra .X(&‘, -) determines a unique ideal of (M, -). We 
first show that 3 is solvable if and only if the corresponding ideal of (*d, -) 
is Penico solvable. Then we may use the device Koecher used in his proof of 
the Albert-Penico theorem for Jordan algebras of characteristic 0 [S; 7, 
Section 8.71; namely, we pass from known properties of the Lie algebra 
.Y(,c4, -) to corresponding properties of (&‘, -). This limits our structure 
theory to characteristic 0, but allows us to characterize the radical of (c@‘, -) 
and semisimplicity, and to prove the Wedderburn principal theorem 
(= radical splitting theorem) for structurable algebras. The latter result gives 
us a proof of the Wedderburn principal theorem for alternative algebras [ 10; 
12, Section 3.61 of characteristic 0 which does not use the classification of 
simple alternative algebras. 
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Insofar as possible we use Allison’s notation and terminology as given in 
I1,2]. 
1. PENICO SOLVABLE IDEALS 
Let @ be a field of characteristic f2, 3. Let (s’, -) be a unital 
nonassociative algebra with involution - over @. Then ,d is the vector space 
direct sum 
whereX= (aE&‘:G=a} and ,Y’= {sE.‘:S=-s}. 
For x,y in -oP, define V.V,Y in End,(d) by 
V,,,(z) = (XJ) z + (ZJq x - (ZX) y 
for all z in ~2. Denote the identity element of S& by 1, and put 
Tx = vx,, for all x in &. 
Then (xY, -) is called structurable in case 
P-z, Ll = b,x,y - VX,T,-y (1) 
for all x,y, z in &. It is known ]l J that (&‘, -) is structurable with the 
identity map as involution if and only if &’ is a unital Jordan algebra. Write 
the associator of x, y, z in &’ as 
[X,Y, zl = (XY) z - X(YZ). 
Then (d, -) is skew-alternative in case 
Is, X,Yl = - [X,&Y] for all x, y in &, s in ,Y. 
It is known ] 1, Proposition 1 ] that, if (s@‘, -) is structurable, then (,P, -) is 
skew-alternative and 
[a. b,c] - [c, a, b] = [b,a,c] - [c, b,a] (2) 
holds for all a, b, c in R. Moreover, if s&’ is generated by 9, then (,d, -) is 
structurable if and only if (&, -) is skew-alternative and (2) is satisfied [ 1, 
Theorem 161. 
As usual, write L, and R, for the left and right mdtiplications of & 
defined by L,(y) = xy and R,(y) = yx. Then TX = V,,, = L, + RxdF, so 
T,=L, for all a in R, 
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and (1) implies 
((ax).Fl w - 4w w) + (W>.v) x 
- 4(M) x) - ((aw> f) Y + 4(w$ Y) 
= (x(N)) w - W(aw> + (Km)> x 
- (W)(ax> + (W(ZU))Y - (Wf)@Y> 
for all x,y, w in -c9, a in R [ 1, Eq. (5)]. Putting w = 1 in (3), we have 
(3) 
bJJ1 + la,j,xl- I a,ff,y] =- [&J,U] + [P,U,X] +I%a,y] (4) 
for all x, y in &, a in 3. 
For x,y in &‘, the operators V,,, span a Lie algebra, the imer structure 
Lie algebra Instrl(M’, -) 12, p. 18391. For x,y in .d, define D,,, in 
E&d4 by 
Dx&)= 5 [[X,Y] + I%Yl,zl + [&Y,Xl- IG~>.Fl 
for all z in &‘. Then D,,, is a derivation of (&‘, -) in the sense that it is a 
derivation of ,d which commutes with -. Also D,,, = -D,,, 12, Eq. (lo)]. 
For x,y in &, the operators D,,, span a Lie algebra, the inner derivation 
algebra Inder(M, -). For any subspace .B of &‘, write T,= (TX: x E 9). 
Then 
3vx,,= T*Xy+yx-ly+jE + 3Dx,, (5) 
for all x,y in &’ [l, Eq. (16)] implies that Instrl(.&‘, -j is the vector space 
direct sum Instrl(&‘, ‘-) = TjB@ Inder(&‘, -). 
The Tits-Koecher construction of a Lie algebra X(d) from any Jordan 
algebra .M [ 14; 8; 7, Section 8.51 is generalized by Allison in [ 21 as follows. 
Let (&‘, -) be a structurable algebra over @. Let .X=X(&‘, -) = {(x, s): 
x E M, s E Y}, and let ,? be @-isomorphic to .H under a linear map n --) ri. 
The Lie algebra ,X(d, -) is the space 
Y(&, -) = -2 @ Instrl(&, -) @-H, (6) 
equipped with the unique anti-commutative bilinear product [ , ] which 
extends the product on Instrl(&, -) and satisfies 
[T,, (z, s)l = (T,(z), ~2 + xs), (7) 
ID, (zz, s)] = Pz, Dsj, (8) 
[ ?‘,, (z, Q-1 = (-T&), -5 - sx)“, (9) 
ID, (z, s)- I = (Dz, Ds)-, (10) 
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[(x5 r>, (Y, s>l = (0, XV-Y-9 (11) 
[(XJ)“, (w)-l= (%vw4--~ (12) 
[(x, r), (v, 9-1 = - w, or + v,,, + LL, + (VT 0) (13) 
for all x,4’, z in JR’, Y, s in 9, D in Inder(d, -), where L,L, is in 
Instrl(d, -) since 
2LrLs = Trs - Vr,, for all r, s in 9 (14) 
[2, Eq. (6)]. (Actually Allison uses a different notation in a more general 
situation in [2, p. 18411, but [2, p. 18381 implies that (7~(13) above are 
valid in X&Y, -).) 
A subspace 9 of (s’, -) is called an ideal of (.M’, -) in case 9 is an 
ideal of &, and 3 = 9. Clearly any --stable left ideal of JZ’ is an ideal of 
(z?‘, -). The involution on & induces an involution on M’l.59 which we 
denote also by -, and (&‘/9, -) is a structurable algebra. (&, -) is called 
simple if its only ideals are 0 and &’ # 0. It is known [2, Corollary 6) that 
(&, -) is simple if and only if X(S’, -) is simple. 
Let 9 be an ideal of (xY, -). Defining JSck) inductively by 
-qyO) zz /jq 7 2(i+ 1) = (gCi))Z, 
we see that the subspace 2(k) is --stable. We call 59 solvable in case 
9(‘) = 0 for some integer r. The sum of any two solvable ideals is a solvable 
ideal. Hence, if (z&‘, -) is finite-dimensional, there is a unique maximal 
solvable ideal 9 in (d, -), and the only solvable ideal of (d/9, -) is 0. 
LEMMA 1. Let 9 be an ideal in a structurable algebra (M’, -). Then 
g(‘) = ~2&+&?@ = @A? = A?p) 
is an ideal in (&‘, -). 
Proof: (-pP, -) is skew-alternative, so 
ev> = (SX)Y + (XS)Y - x(w) 
for all x, y in 9, s in 9, implying 
Y%92c92. 
Applying the involution to (16), we have 
23*9 c .5Y2. 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
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Now (4) implies that (xy)a is in .Wz +R@ (=Z9* since 1 is in R) for 
all x, y in 9, a in 3, so that 
Applying the involution, we have R92 c 9*Z, so that S2R’=Z9*. 
Hence ,pP9* = (SF‘+ 9)9* G~*Z+~*=~*ZCB*SZ and, applying 
the involution, we have 5Yzyc4 c ~2.9~. Defining S(i) = ,W’&‘, we have 
9(i) = ~‘9~ = 9*GF’=R5Y2. Clearly 9(l) is --stable. In order to show 
that S?(i) is an ideal of (M’, -), it is sufficient to show that 
d(2iPLd) s A?(‘). (18) 
Put x, y in 9, w in ..r9, a in ,R’ in (3) to obtain a((~@) in S(l), so 
Put s in Y’, x in 9*, y in s@’ in (15) to obtain .Y(&?‘&) c (Y~*)s@’ + 
(.5P<Y)sd + Ji?*sf s 2?*,Fz = .9 (‘) by (16) and (17). Then -d(9*&‘) = 
(,F + Y)(9*-&) implies (18). 
If 9 is an ideal in the structurable algebra (&‘, -), we adopt the 
terminology for Jordan algebras 17, p. 3321 and say that the Per&o sequence 
for $59 is the sequence of ideals 
where 9(k) = CL 9g(k-1))2.&. An ideal -59 will be called Penico solvable if there 
exists an integer s such that .9 (S) = 0. Clearly any Penico solvable ideal is 
solvable. 
If .B and %? are ideals in the structurable algebra (~2, -), and if 59 2 9, 
then (GY/9)ci) = (SF(~) + ~59)/~S in (..&/,9, -). Then, by exactly the same 
proof as for solvable ideals in an arbitrary nonassociative algebra [ 12, 
p. 181, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let (&, -) be a structurable algebra with ideals .9, F such 
that @? 2 3. 
(i) If .D and SF/.% are Penico solvable, then F is Penico solvable. 
(ii) The sum of any two Penico solvable ideals of (d, -) is Penico 
solvable. 
(iii) If (~8, -) is finite-dimensional, there is a unique maximal Penico 
solvable ideal .& of (s?‘, -), and the only Penico solvable ideal of (d/58, -) 
is 0. 
Let 9 be an ideal in a structurable algebra (&‘, -). Write 
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.,Y$,={(x,s):x~~, s~9n.Y}, and denote by D,,, the subspace of 
Inder (d, -) spanned by {Dx,y: x E 9, y E &}. Since 
[D, &,,I = Dm,, + Dxm (19) 
for any derivation D of (~2, -) and all x, y in L&’ [2, Eq. (12)], it is clear 
that D,,, is the ideal of Inder (&‘, -) generated by { Dx,Y : x E 9, y E .r4}. 
Generalizing the notation for Jordan algebras [7, Section 8.61, we write 
Then [2, Proposition 51 implies that I,(3), I,@?) are ideals of X(&‘, -) 
and that, if ,Y is any ideal of .;V(&‘, -), there is a unique ideal 3 of (-d, -) 
such that 
II(.2q 5 .w s 1&q. (20) 
The proof of [ 2, Proposition 5 1 implies that .S = {x E .d: T.Y E T,d~ .f ), 
We claim that 
[1,(.8),.F(.d. ->I CI,(Lq. (21) 
Since I,(9) = r,(3) + (D E Inder(d, -): D.M c A?} where I, (.%), Z*(,Y) 
are ideals of X(M, -), (2 1) follows from (8), (10) and (19). 
LEMMA 3. If .9 is a --stable subspace of structurable algebra (xf’, -), 
then 
T,,S = ,g2, (22) 
where T&8 denotes the subspace of&’ spanned by all T,(y), x, y in .ia’. 
Proof Clearly T,,.9 E AY2, and it remains only to prove 
xy E T,9 for all x, y in .54!?. (23) 
For all x, y in AY, we have 
T+)=~x+xxy-xy~T,,9 (24) 
and 
T,(x) = Xx + x2 - x2 E T,,9. (25) 
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If a ER and s E cio, then T,(a) = a*, Z’,(s) = 3s*. Now x in 9 implies 
x+fE9nX, x-%E9n.Y, so that (~fX)~=x’k(x~+~x)+ 
z2 E T,.9, implying x2 + EC E T,,,S. That is, (25) implies that x2 E T,B 
for all x in 3. Hence (x + 7)’ -x2 - u2 = xv + jjx E T,9 for all x, y in 
9. Then (24) implies (23). 
We are now in a position to generalize from Jordan algebras [7, 
Theorem 8.151 to structurable algebras the following basic theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let (%oP, -) be a structurable algebra, Y be an ideal of 
,X’(d, -), and 9 be the ideal of (sY, -) satisfying (20). Then 3’ is solvable 
if and only ifA9 is Penico solvable. 
Proof Zycl = [rY, 3’1 E [12(9), .Z’(M, -)] E I,(9) by (21). By 
induction, we have rCkti’ c Z,(g)‘k’. Hence ,?’ is solvable if and only if 
Ii is solvable. We wish to show that Z,(B)“’ c 1,(9(i)). It is obvious 
from (7)-(12) above that [T9@D,,,,-K9], [T,c?JD,~,~,~~T~], [J’>,A’>] 
and [-?g,-?‘] are contained in Z2(3(“), so it remains only to verify that 
[~ Ni,, ?g] and [T,, @ D,9,,d, TLg @ D,,,] are contained in I,(@“). Since 
D,,,J G S(l) for all b, b’ in 9, (26) 
we have 
D b,* t E z,Gw, If,,,, E Z2(Lw)) (27) 
for all 6, b’ in 9 by (5). Then [X&2”] G Z2(.@“) by (13) and (14). Also 
ITto TV1 = TTb(b’) - Vhf ml’ is in Z2(#“) for all b, b’ in &? by (1) and (27). 
Since Db,y is a derivation of (&, -) for all b in 9, y in d, we have 
Pw Tb,l = TD~.~w) for all b, b’ in 9, y in &, implying [D,,,, T,] c 
1,(9(i)). Finally, (19) and (27) imply that [D,,,, D, d] 5 Z2(@*‘), SO that 
Z,(9)“’ c Z2(Lw). Hence Ii(g)“’ = [Z’(S)(‘), Z,(~)(“] C [Z,(g”‘), 
A?‘(&‘, -)I G II( by (21). These are the cases k = 1 of 
Z,(sy- I’ E Z*(23y z,(2s)‘2k’ c I,(@‘) 
which follow by induction, using (21). 
Assume that 9 is Penico solvable: there exists s such that #” = 0. Then 
ZlW (2s-1’ c Z,(.@“) = 0 implies Z’(S) is solvable. Hence 3 is solvable. 
For the converse, we need 
Z,(9”‘) E zl(zq(l). (28) 
Now Z,(9)“’ is an ideal of the Lie algebra X(d, -), and Z,(g)“’ = 
[Z’(g), Z,(g)] 1 [T9,J’>] 2 (T&3,0) by (7). Hence the ideal of (38, -) 
determined by Z,(9)(‘) contains T,,58, which equals 92 by (22). Hence this 
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ideal of (J, -) contains S(‘), implying (28). Then induction implies 
z,(9’k’) c Z,(Z) (U Assume that Y is solvable. Then Z,(B) is solvable: . 
there exists k such that Z,(9)‘k’ = 0, implying Z,(9’k)) = 0, so JYck) = 0. 
That is, 9 is Penico solvable. 
2. THE RADICAL AND SEMISIMPLICITY 
For i = 1, 2,..., n, let (4, -) be a structurable algebra over @. Consider 
the nonassociative algebra & = ./i 0 . -. @ dn which is the direct sum of 
the 4. J/ is unital, and there is a unique involution of J@‘, which we denote 
also by -, which induces the involution of (4, -) (i = I,..., n). Then (~2, -) 
is a structurable algebra over @, and 4 is an ideal of (&, -) (i = l,..., n). 
Clearly Y=9,@**.@Pn, Jf=Jq @ **. @JtT,, Instrl (~2, -) = 
Instrl (di, -) @ a-- @ Instrl (&, , -), etc., so that X(M’, -) is the direct sum 
X(-d, -)=X(d,, -)0 a.* @X(2.$, -) 
of ideals R’(4, -) (i = l,..., n). 
(29) 
Next suppose that a structurable algebra (&, -) over @ has ideals J$ 
(i = l,..., n) and that ,rB is the vector space direct sum J/ = .M, @ . .. @ &, . 
Then each 4 is a unital algebra over 0. The involution ~ of (_,P, ) induces 
an involution, which we denote also by -, on each 4 (i = l,..., n), and 
(<4, -) is a structurable algebra over @. We have 
(d, ->= (4, -10 *.. 0 (J$, -1 (30) 
and (29) above. If each (4, -) is simple (i = l,..., n), then any nonzero ideal 
of (s’, -) is the direct sum of certain ones of the (~4, ). Also it is known 
that (4, -) is simple if and only if .X(L4, -) is simple [2, Corollary 61. 
LEMMA 5. Let (AX@‘, -) be a structurable algebra over @. Then (s?‘, -) is 
a direct sum (30) of ideals (4, -) which are simple structurable algebras 
over @ if and only ifX(&‘, -) is a direct sum X(xf’, -) = 9, 0 *.. 0 9’, of 
simple ideals q (i = l,..., n). 
Proof. If (30) holds with (4, -) simple for i = l,..., n, we have seen that 
(29) holds for simple ideals cX(d, -). Conversely, suppose that 
Z(sd, -)=Lq@ . . . @ l;p for simple ideals ic,‘. Each $ determines an ideal 
~4 of (J/, -) satisfying I,(&) cz 5Z2(&$ by (20). Hence 
T,= Td,O ... 0 L,,= T-d,@. . . @J/,,, implying (30). Now each (4, -) is 
simple. For, if 9 is an ideal of (4, -), then 9 is an ideal of (A, -), and 
Z,(9) EZ,(&J G%. Hence Z,(g) is an ideal of L$, implying either 
Zi(5Y) = 0 or Ii(S) = g. That is, either .g = 0 or 3 = 4. Hence (4, -) is 
simple (i = l,..., n). 
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For the remainder of this paper, let the structurable algebra (-pP, -) be 
j&rite-dimensional over @ of characteristic 0. Then the Lie algebra .X’(d, -) 
is finite-dimensional over @, and the radical radX(&, -) of X(zZ, -) is 
the maximal solvable ideal of J!“(J/, -). Also 
rad.X’(&, -) = I,(&‘) (31) 
where J? is the maximal Penico solvable ideal of (&‘, -). For, if 9 is the 
ideal of (,,P, -) determined by radX(&‘, -), then 9 is Penico solvable by 
Theorem 4. Hence 9 C_ &, implying rad X(d, - )) c Z2(9) C_ Z2(&) by 
(20). Theorem 4 implies that Z,(2) is a solvable ideal of X(&‘, -), so that 
Z,(&) c rad Y?‘(&, -), implying (3 1). 
We define the radical of any finite-dimensional structurable algebra 
(&‘, -) of characteristic 0 to be the maximal solvable ideal 9 of (&‘, -). 
We define (~2, -) to be semisimple in case its radical 9 = 0. It follows from 
our remarks in Section 1 that, if (&‘, -) is any finite-dimensional struc- 
turable algebra of characteristic 0 with radical 9, then (d/.9, -) is 
semisimple. 
LEMMA 6. Let (xf, -) be a finite-dimensional structurable algebra over 
@ of characteristic 0. Let 9 be the radical of (_,P, -), and 6’ be the 
maximal Penico solvable ideal of (~4, -). Then the following three conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) 92 = 0 (that is, (&‘, -) is semisimple); 
(ii) & = 0; 
(iii) (J#‘, -) is the direct sum of a finite number of simple ideals. 
Proof: Since & G 9, (i) implies (ii). Then (ii) implies X(-pP, -) is 
semisimple by (31). Hence G?“(sB, -) is a direct sum of simple ideals, and 
(d, -) is also by Lemma 5. That is, (ii) implies (iii). Assume (iii). If 9 # 0, 
then 59 is the direct sum of certain ones of the simple ideals of (d, -), 
implying 9’ = 9. But 9 is solvable, a contradiction. Hence (iii) implies 
(9. 
We repeat part of Lemma 6 as the following fundamental theorem. 
THEOREM 7. A finite-dimensional structurable algebra (&, - ) of charac- 
teristic 0 is semisimple if and only if (SQ, - ) is the direct sum (30) of simple 
structurable algebras (4, -) (i = l,..., n). 
Theorem 7 determines finite-dimensional semisimple structurable 
algebras over @ of characteristic 0 completely, since the simple ones are 
known: Any simple structural algebra is central simple over its center (a 
field extension of @) [2, Corollary 6, Proposition 81, and all finite- 
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dimensional central simple structurable algebras have been classified [ 1, 
Theorem 25 ; 2, Theorem 111. 
THEOREM 8. Let (kf’, -) be a finite-dimensional structurable algebra of 
characteristic 0. Then 
(i) the radical .R of (M”‘, -) is the maximal Penico solvable ideal of 
WY ->; 
(ii) Z2(g) = rad ,J?‘(&, -), so ,5? is the ideal of (&, -) determined by 
the radical of .Z’(&, -). 
Prooj Let .5? be the maximal Penico solvable ideal of (&‘, -). Then 
.@ c.%?. Suppose .5? f.9. Then .5?/& is a nonzero solvable ideal of 
(d/.5?, -). Applying Lemma 6 to @Z/.5?‘, -), we see that (d/5?‘, -) 
contains a nonzero Penico solvable ideal, contradicting Lemma Z(iii). Hence 
.5? = .5??. Then (3 1) implies (ii). 
COROLLARY 9. Any solvable ideal of a finite-dimensional structurable 
algebra (LoP, -) of characteristic 0 is Penico solvable. 
3. THE WEDDERBLJRN PRINCIPAL THEOREM 
In our proof of the Wedderburn principal theorem (= radical splitting 
theorem) for structurable algebras (-pP, ) over @ of characteristic 0, we 
need additional facts about the Tits-Koecher algebra z(_pP, ) which have 
been developed by Allison in [2]. 
We do not need the entire Lie algebra which he denotes by .F(&‘, -) [2, 
p. 18411, but we denote by E the restriction to X(&‘, -) of the 
automorphism of F(M’, -) of period 2 given in 12, Eq. (15)]. Then 
E: (x, s)- + T, + D + (y, r) + (y, r>- - T, + D + (x, s) (32) 
for all x, y, z in -oP, r, s in ,fp, D in Inder(sP, -). 
Let e = (2,O) in M,f= (1,0) e in2, h=2T,. ThenF=@e+@f”S@h 
is a simple 3-dimensional subalgebra of the Lie algebra X’(d, -) 
12, p. 18441. Also .Y is c-stable, since e”= (2,0)‘= (2,0)- = 2f, f ‘= ie, 
h”= 2T; = -2T, = -h by (32). 
It is shown in [2, p. 18431 that 
Ln(d, -) = @ i: X(d, -)j 
j=-2 
where .X(&‘, -)j is the eigenspace for ad(T,) corresponding to the eigen- 
value j, and that X(isp, -), = {(x, 0): x E ,d}, .X(d, -)-, = ((x, O)-: 
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xE&), X(d, -)2 = {(O, s): s E .i”}, X(d, -)-z = { (0, s>-: s E Y), 
;V(d, -)0 = Instrl(,PP, -). 
By a subalgebra (M, -) of (M, -) we mean a subspace M of ~2 
satisfying A* CM, Lx=.,l and 1 E .M. 
THEOREM 10 (Wedderburn principal theorem for structurable algebras), 
Let (xf, -) be a fmite-dimensional structurable algebra over @ of charac- 
teristic 0, and let 9 be the radical of (,P, -). Then there is a subalgebra 
(EM, -) of (L&, -), (&H, -) ?z (&‘/9, -), such that (,I/, -) = .R @ (A@, -). 
Proof. As in Koecher’s proof of the Albert-Penico theorem for Jordan 
algebras [8; 7, Section 8.71, we use Taft’s theorem [ 13; 7, Theorem 8.171 as 
follows: since .Z’(&, -) contains the simple a-stable subalgebra .Y above, 
there is an a-stable subalgebra .Y of ,X(d, -) containing s such that 
.Z’(&‘, -) = radX(&‘, -) @ Y = I,(.a) @ Y by Theorem 8(ii). Since 
T,=$h is in FEY, we have [T,,Y]cY and Y=@Oq::, where q is 
the eigenspace for (ad T,) 1 4p corresponding to the eigenvaluej; in particular, 
z = {(x, 0): x E -cP} n Y’. If we consider the eigenspace .n‘(ls, -), for 
ad(T,), it follows from .;V(&, -) = I,(2) @ 9 that .d = Z%’ @ LM, where 
.~={xE..~:(x,O)E~~}=(xE-r9:(x,O)~~}.Thene=(2,0)in~~~ 
implies that 4% contains I. Also, for all x in M, we have (x, 0) in Y, so that 
[f, [e, (x, 011 I = 2(x - -C 0) is in 9 by (11) and (13). Hence x - 2 is in M, 
implying that & is stabilized by -. For all x,y in M, we have 
[(A 01, (LO)-] = v,,, = T, in Y’by (13), so [TX, (y, 0)] = (T,y, 0) is in $f/, 
implying T,y is in .&. That is, .M’ = T/CA by Lemma 3. Hence 
(/, -) is a subalgebra of (,&, -). It follows that (A, -) s (d/g, -). 
Note that the proof of Theorem 10 does not depend on the classification of 
simple structurable algebras. The Wedderburn principal theorem is known 
for several important classes of finite-dimensional nonassociative algebras. 
Under the hypothesis that ,&/.a is separable, it holds for alternative 
(including associative) algebras of arbitrary characteristic [IO; 12, 
Theorem 3.181 and for Jordan algebras of characteristic # 2 [9; 12, p. 107; 
7, Section 7.61. For Lie algebras of characteristic 0 it is Levi’s theorem [6, 
p. 911. The proof of Levi’s theorem, via a Casimir operator and the second 
Whitehead lemma [6, p, 891, does not depend on the classification of simple 
Lie algebras. A similar proof of the Wedderburn principal theorem for 
associative algebras of characteristic 0 is given in [5]. In [ 1 l] we were 
unable to obtain a proof for alternative algebras of characteristic 0 by use of 
a Casimir operator. We suggested in [ 12, pp. 65, 1071 that it would be 
desirable to have proofs of the known Wedderburn principal theorems for 
alternative and Jordan algebras (at least for characteristic 0) which do not 
depend on the classification of simple algebras. As we have mentioned earlier 
in this paper, Koecher has in the meantime given a proof for Jordan algebras 
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of characteristic 0, and our Theorem 10 is a generalization of that. As an 
application of Theorem 10 we are also able to give below a proof for alter- 
native algebras of characteristic 0 which does not depend on the 
classification of simple alternative algebras. 
The radical of a finite-dimensional alternative algebra is its unique 
maximal nilideal, which is also its maximal solvable ideal and its maximal 
nilpotent ideal [12, p. 321. 
THEOREM 11. Let &’ be a finite-dimensional (not necessarily unital) 
alternative algebra over @ of characteristic 0 with radical rad ~2. Then 
&’ = (rad _cP) @ G?, where 59 is a subalgebra of ,d, g E &/rad &. 
ProojI The proof of the Wedderburn principal theorem for alternative 
algebras without 1 is easily reduced to that for algebras with 1 [ 12, p. 641. 
So we may assume that & is unital. Then the opposite algebra J@“‘~ is an 
alternative algebra with 1. Consider the algebra ~8 = .r9 @Mop in which 
multiplication is defined in terms of the multiplication in JJ by (x,.v)(z, w) = 
(xz, wy) for all x,y, z, w in ~8’. Then 9 is alternative. The element (1, 1) is a 
multiplicative identity for 9. Also 9 has the involution - defined by 
(x, y) = (JJ, x). But any unital alternative algebra (9, -) with involution is a 
structurable algebra. For, since 59 is alternative, (9, -) is skew-alternative 
and (2) is satisfied. Also 
s 1 la2, a], b] = [b, a2, a] - [b, a, a21 
for all a, b in R by Artin’s theorem [ 12, Theorem 3.11. These identities are 
sufficient to prove that (9, -) is structurable [ 1, p. 1471. 
The maximal solvable ideal of the alternative algebra 59 = .14 @ &‘Op is 
(rad ~Pp) @ (rad c~)>, which is --stable. Hence the radical ,R of (.W, -) is 
9’ = (rad ,&‘) 0 (rad .&). Theorem 10 implies that (.~S, -) = .1@ (&?, -), 
where (NY, -) is a subalgebra of (~9, -). 
Now (1,O) is in .A. For (1,O) is an idempotent in the center of the alter- 
native algebra 59 = 9 @OX. Then (1,0) = r + m for r in .9?, m in JY, 
implies (r + m)’ = r + m, which yields m2 = m since .9 is an ideal of 9’. 
Then r=(l,O)-m implies r3=((1,0)-m)3=(1,0)-3(1,0)m+ 
3( 1,0) m - m = r. But r is nilpotent, so r = 0, and (1,0) = m is in ,Y’. 
Let V=(l,O).&. Then P’c~Y’, so that (rad&‘)n~~,G$?n.~=O, 
and .oP = (l,O),S = (1,0)(,9 @ .d) = (rad &‘) @ V. Then @?* = 
(l,O).X(l,O).M= (1,0).d2s (l,O)M=G?, so %’ is a subalgebra of ~2, 
as desired. Then q g &/rad J/. 
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